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Abstract: Fossil-based plastics are significant contributors to global warming through CO2 emissions.
For more sustainable alternatives to be successful, it is important to ensure that consumers become
aware of the benefits of innovations such as bio-based plastics, in order to create demand and a
willingness to initially pay more. Given that consumer attitudes and (inaccurate) beliefs can influence
the uptake of such new technologies, we investigated participants’ attitudes towards fossil-based and
bio-based plastic, their perceived importance of recycling both types of plastic, their willingness to
pay, and their perceptions of bio-based plastic in four studies (total N = 961). The pre-registered fourth
study experimentally manipulated information about bio-based plastic and measured willingness
to pay for different types of plastic. The results suggest participants hold very favourable attitudes
and are willing to pay more for bio-based products. However, they also harbour misconceptions,
especially overestimating bio-based plastic’s biodegradability, and they find it less important to
recycle bio-based than fossil-based plastic. Study 4 provided evidence that educating consumers
about the properties of bio-based plastic can dispel misconceptions and retain a favourable attitude
and a high willingness to pay. We found mixed evidence for the effect of attitudes on willingness
to pay, suggesting other psychological factors may also play a role. We discuss how attitudes and
misconceptions affect the uptake of new sustainable technologies such as bio-based plastics and
consumers’ willingness to purchase them.
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1. Introduction
Plastics are an extensive family of different materials designed for specific applications.
In our daily lives, we are continuously surrounded by plastic in grocery packaging, clothes,
other fabrics, transportation, medical devices, household objects, and tools, including
electronics. In 2019, global plastics production reached 370 million tonnes, with 39.6% for
packaging [1]. While plastics are a valuable resource that benefit society in numerous ways,
they also contribute to marine litter and climate change (emitting almost 1 billion metric
tons of CO2 emissions in 2019) [2].
Consumers are becoming increasingly aware that plastic can have harmful effects on
the environment, which is at least partially due to the increased media coverage on the
topic over the past few years [3]. However, much of consumers’ concern focuses on the
post-consumption or end-of-life effects of plastic on the environment, such as recyclability,
biodegradability, and reusability [4,5]. The effect of plastic on the environment, however,
starts well before it hits store shelves—it starts with the extraction of fossil fuels. Around
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99% of virgin plastics are derived from fossil fuels (i.e., oil, coal, or natural gas) [6]. This
currently makes up about 6% of global oil consumption and by 2050, it is expected that
20% of the current volume of global oil will be used for the production of plastic alone [7].
Consumers’ focus on the end-of-life attributes of plastic makes sense as this stage in plastics’
lifecycle is most visible to consumers and relevant to their own behaviour as they decide
how to dispose of the product [5].
In the next 30 years, plastic volumes are expected to triple [8] or even quintuple to
1800 million tonnes per year [9], and CO2 emissions from plastic production will rise to
3–5 billion metric tonnes. In 2019, global anthropogenic CO2 was 38 billion tonnes [10]
and the Paris agreement targets an 80–90% global reduction by 2050. For plastics to not
overwhelm the total 2050 CO2 emissions budget (4–8 billion tons), there are 30 years to
reduce the carbon footprint of plastics. The only alternative carbon feedstock for making
virgin (non-recycled) plastics is biomass [11].
Transitioning away from fossil-based plastics is difficult, especially because the continued increase in plastic production and use [1,12] suggests that proximity to plastic waste
in itself is not enough to persuade consumers to change their behaviour. Technological
developments alone are also not sufficient to successfully make the transition; the adoption
of new technologies by consumers, as well as a change in attitude and behaviour, is key.
In order for new, more sustainable plastic alternatives to be adopted, a different type of
awareness is needed—not just of the pollution of natural environments, but also of the
production process, carbon footprint, and specific characteristics of plastic products.
The overall aim of the current research is to investigate consumers’ willingness to
adopt and pay for alternatives to fossil-based plastic. We focus on bio-based plastics, which
are plastics derived from renewable materials, or ‘biomass’ [1,13,14], because biomass is
the only alternative material for making virgin (non-recycled) plastics [11]. While product
adoption and willingness to pay are important from an economic perspective, we also
investigate the underlying psychological processes that make consumers more willing to
pay. We therefore investigated several psychological factors that might influence consumers’
willingness to pay, such as attitudes and bio-based plastic perceptions (e.g., its recyclability
and biodegradability). We also experimentally manipulated the knowledge participants
received about bio-based plastics to determine how that affects their attitudes, willingness
to pay, and perceived importance to recycle.
1.1. Bio-Based Plastic
With new technological advances such as bio-based plastics, it is possible to retain
the advantages and characteristics of conventional fossil-based plastics while reducing
the impact plastic has on global warming. Bio-based plastics are derived from ‘biomass’,
such as sugar cane, starch, vegetable oils, etc. [1,13,14]. Regardless of being fossil- or
bio-based, certain plastics are biodegradable (i.e., under very specific conditions, they can
biodegrade into mainly CO2 and water, and compost), while others are not, depending
on the application they were designed for [1,13]. Thus, many plastics made from biomass
are not (readily) biodegradable (the bio-based plastics studied in this research are not) and
therefore do not alleviate the pollution of natural environments. What makes bio-based
plastics more sustainable than conventional fossil-based plastics is that they are produced
from carbon that is already above the ground. Thus, even if bio-based plastics release the
same amount of CO2 upon incineration as waste at the end of life as fossil-based plastics,
the CO2 released was already above ground and no extra CO2 is added when using this
CO2 —biomass—bio-based plastic—CO2 cycle. The largest benefit of bio-based plastic
therefore lies in the material that it is made of (i.e., superterranean renewable material
of biological origin). One example of a new type of bio-based plastic is Polyethylene
Furanoate or PEF, which is expected to reach consumers in the next few years. PEF, for
instance, has a carbon footprint that is less than half of that of conventional plastic (43–56%
reduction in CO2 emissions [15,16]).
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Lack of Knowledge
For alternatives to conventional plastics to be successful, adoption by consumers is
key to generate a market pull. Products made from bio-based plastic are initially more
expensive, while production is small and the processes are not optimised. It is therefore
essential for companies and governments to stimulate consumer demand, for example
through marketing. Without consumer demand, there is no incentive for companies to
adopt bio-based plastics, as this can be financially costly. It is therefore important to
ensure that consumers become aware of the benefits of innovations such as bio-based
plastics in order to create a demand for them. The present research therefore aims to
investigate consumers’ attitudes and perceptions towards bio-based plastics, as well as their
willingness to pay a price premium. We also aimed to determine the effects that different
levels of information about bio-based plastic can have on the above-mentioned variables.
While more and more plastic alternatives such as bio-based plastics are entering the
market, consumers lack the knowledge of what it means if a product is ‘bio-based’ or
‘biodegradable’ [17]. While consumers report preferring more sustainable plastics over
conventional ones, there seems to be a general lack of knowledge about the characteristics
of bio-based products [5,17–20], giving rise to various misconceptions [21]. This might
partially be due to the aforementioned tendency to focus on the end-of-life attributes of
plastics, which creates a disadvantage for bio-based products, whose pro-environmental
effects are based on their origin from renewable resources [5]. Another reason for this lack
of knowledge about bio-based plastics is their rarity and the confusion created through the
term ‘bioplastics’ which can refer to either the bio-based origin or the biodegradable character of a plastic [13]. Additionally, it can be difficult to differentiate between conventional
and bio-based plastic products, since they are similar in appearance and attributes [14].
Whatever the cause, many consumers appear to think that bio-based products are automatically biodegradable, which is not necessarily the case. The lack of knowledge can lead
consumers to form their attitudes based on incorrect associations and expectations about
bio-based plastics [22]. What kind of expectations and attitudes consumers have towards
bio-based plastic can influence their behaviour.
1.2. Attitudes
Attitudes are a key predictor of behaviour (for an extensive overview, see [23]). In
the present research, we therefore investigate people’s attitudes towards plastic (both
bio-based and conventional) as a first step in understanding how to best persuade people
to adopt a more sustainable plastic-behaviour. Some research suggests that attitudes
towards bio-based plastics are one of the strongest influencers of purchase intentions
for bio-based plastic products [14]; however, research on attitudes towards plastic, and
especially bio-based plastic, is scarce. Some studies suggest that, while people report
having general reservations about fossil-based plastics, they indicate having a favourable
view of products made from renewable resources [5]. Other studies indicate that most
people seem to have positive associations with ‘bioplastics’ (whether or not biodegradable)
and bio-based technologies [19,20,22]. However, there are also studies that suggest that
new environmental innovations, such as bio-based plastics, can evoke negative emotions,
unfavourable attitudes, and lower purchase intentions (see [24]). Bio-based products
can also produce simultaneously positive (related to environmental topics) and negative
(related to technological topics) evaluations, generally causing uncertainty and mixed
feelings [25]. We argue that consumers’ positive and negative evaluations regarding plastic
are likely to vary independently. The extent to which one thinks plastic is useful might very
well be unrelated to how much one thinks plastic contributes to climate change [25]. In the
present research, we therefore separately assess both the positive and negative evaluations
people hold towards fossil-based and bio-based plastic, rather than in a single bipolar scale
(for a similar approach, see [26]).
In some cases, consumers might have positive associations with bio-based plastics for
the wrong reasons, i.e., most consumers think that all bio-based plastics are biodegradable.
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People’s perceptions of bio-based plastics may become less positive when they realise
that bio-based and biodegradable are completely disconnected features. Conversely, few
consumers realise that plastics and climate change are connected, as discussed above, and
that bio-based alternatives can be a solution to this problem. In this work, we continue
the investigation into attitudes towards bio-based plastics by Zwicker et al. [26].—we
assess people’s attitudes towards both conventional and bio-based plastic in a series of four
studies, to obtain a better understanding of people’s general evaluation of these different
types of plastics. We also report on how consumers’ attitudes change (in a negative or
in a positive way) after communicating factual information about biodegradability and
carbon footprint of bio-based plastics (Study 4). Having a favourable attitude and accurate
knowledge of bio-based plastic is the foundation of consumer acceptance and willingness
to pay (more) for bio-based plastic. This shift will support a durable transition towards a
more sustainable plastic economy.
1.3. Overview of Studies
In four online studies, we examined consumers’ attitudes and perceptions about
conventional and bio-based plastics. In our first study (N = 97), we aimed to investigate
whether participants’ attitudes differed with regard to conventional and bio-based plastics.
Study 2 (N = 52) replicated these results and examined behavioural factors such as willingness to pay and perceived importance to recycle, in order to test the attitude-behaviour
relationship. The third study (N = 508) aimed to replicate the results of the previous studies
with a larger sample. It also assessed participants’ most common misconceptions towards
bio-based plastic, as they might influence both plastic-related attitudes and behaviour. To
extend the correlational previous studies, Study 4 (N = 304) was a pre-registered experimental study that manipulated knowledge about bio-based plastic and measured the effect
of this manipulation on attitudes, importance to recycle, willingness to pay, and objective
pro-environmental behaviour. For an overview of the studies and measures, see Table 1.
Additional analyses and more detailed information about the studies can be found in the
Supplementary Materials (https://osf.io/p3ftu/).
Table 1. Overview of Studies 1 to 4 and the concepts they assessed.
Concepts Assessed
Attitudes
Perceived importance to recycle
Willingness to pay
Perceptions of bio-based plastic
Manipulation of level of knowledge
Prior knowledge

Study 1
(N = 97)

Study 2
(N = 52)

Study 3
(N = 508)

Study 4
(N = 304)

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

All studies were approved by the Ethics Review Board of the Faculty of Social and
Behavioural Sciences, University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands, designed using Qualtrics
and distributed to participants from Western countries via the online crowdsourcing
platform Prolific [27]. All data, study items, analysis scripts, and additional information
are available at the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/p3ftu). All analyses were
conducted using SPSS version 24 and all power analyses were conducted using the R ‘pwr’
package [28].
2. Study 1
This exploratory study aimed to establish whether participants had differing attitudes
towards fossil-based and bio-based plastic, and if this was the case, how they differed. We
had no directional hypotheses before conducting this study.
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2.1. Materials and Method
2.1.1. Participants and Procedure
See Table 2 for sample details of the 97 participants. After consenting to take part, participants reported their demographic information and responded to a series of qualitative
questions concerning conventional and bio-based plastic that are outside the scope of this
manuscript. They then reported their attitudes towards both types of plastic before being
debriefed and paid.
Table 2. Sample details for Studies 1 to 4.
Study 1

Study 2

Study 3

Study 4

97

52

508

304

Female (%)

61 (62.9%)

29 (55.8%)

268 (52.8%)

164 (53.9%)

Male (%)

36 (37.1%)

23 (44.2%)

232 (45.7%)

137 (45.1%)

Preferred not to say/other (%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

8 (1.6%)

3 (1.0%)

N
Gender

Mean age (SD)

33.9 (12.1)

28.5 (9.7)

32.4 (10.8)

34.7 (12.1)

Age range

18–64 years

18–68 years

18–72 years

18–74 years

secondary education

30.9%

26.9%

24.2%

26.9%

undergraduate degree

50.5%

42.3%

47.4%

42.3%

postgraduate education

8.4%

21.2%

17.9%

21.2%

trade/technical/or vocational training

9.3%

9.6%

8.7%

9.6%

primary school

1.0%

0.0%

1.8%

0.0%

United Kingdom

58%

46%

33.1%

61.5%

Europe

28%

44%

46.1%

29.6%

North America

14%

8%

17.1%

4.3%

Other

0%

2%

3.7%

4.6%

Education completed (%)

Country of residence

2.1.2. Attitudes
In all four studies, we assessed participants’ attitude towards both conventional
and bio-based plastic. Individuals can hold both positive and negative attitudes about a
target [29], leading to ambivalence and mixed feelings [30]. We therefore adapted the split
semantic differential scale proposed by Kaplan [31] and later used by Itzchakov and Van
Harreveld [32]. Zwicker and Nohlen [26] adapted the scale for the use on conventional
and bio-based plastic, the same version of the scale used in the present research. We
measured participants’ attitudes towards (bio-based) plastic by asking them to consider
only the positive/negative aspects of using (bio-based) plastic products and enquiring
how (un)favourable their evaluation of (bio-based) plastic use is on a seven-point Likert
scale ranging from 1 = Not at all (un)favourable to 7 = Extremely (un)favourable (in Study 1, a
five-point version of the same scale was used).
2.2. Results
We conducted a series of paired samples t-tests to compare people’s attitudes towards
conventional plastic with their attitudes towards bio-based plastics. A sensitivity analysis
revealed 80% power to detect a medium effect size (d = 0.41) at α = 0.05. As illustrated in
Figure 1 (Study 1), evaluations of conventional plastic were less positive than those of biobased plastic, t (96) = −5.76, p < 0.001, d = −0.59. Participants were also more unfavourable
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towards conventional than towards bio-based plastic, t (96) = 7.17, p < 0.001, d = 0.73. This
indicates that participants had both more positive and less negative attitudes towards
bio-based plastics than towards conventional plastics. While there was no difference between positive and negative attitudes towards conventional plastic t (96) = −1.43, p = 0.16,
d = −0.15, participants reported being more positive than negative towards bio-based
plastic, t (96) = −10.71, p < 0.001, d = 1.09.

Figure 1. Mean attitudes towards regular and bio-based plastic for Studies 1 to 4. Error bars represent
the standard error.

2.3. Discussion
Study 1 provided a first indication that participants’ attitudes differ from one type of
plastic to another. The results show that bio-based plastic was evaluated more positively
(and less negatively) than conventional plastic. We next aimed to replicate this finding and
assess behavioural factors related to bio-based plastic, namely the perceived importance to
recycle the different types of plastic and people’s willingness to pay.
3. Study 2
The first study indicated positive attitudes towards bio-based products. As attitudes
are presumed to influence behaviour, we wanted to investigate whether attitudes would
relate to participants’ willingness to pay more for bio-based products. Due to small
production scales and an early stage of technology development, these new materials are
likely to be initially more expensive. For new and more sustainable technologies to be made
widely available, companies need to know that consumers are willing to pay more to make
the financial investment worth it. There are studies that suggest consumers would indeed
be willing to pay ‘a little’ more for bio-based products [19], but the literature is sparse on the
willingness to pay for bio-based products. We hypothesised that consumers would have a
more positive (and less negative) attitude towards bio-based plastic than towards fossilbased plastic (i.e., replicating the results found in Study 1). Whether participants would
be willing to pay more for a bio-based product than for an item made from conventional
plastic was purely exploratory. We did expect that attitudes would influence participants’
willingness to pay, although we had no clear predictions about whether it would be positive
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attitudes towards bio-based or negative ones about fossil-based plastic (or both) that would
drive willingness to pay.
Furthermore, despite the generally positive attitudes towards bio-based plastic, uncertainty remains about how to correctly dispose of bio-based products [19,33]. People
may know how to correctly dispose of non-biodegradable recyclable plastic but not how to
deal with (biodegradable) bio-based plastic [33]. This is problematic because the common
misconception that all bio-based plastics are biodegradable could lead to a continuation
(or even increase) of littering, with consumers assuming that this type of plastic waste
will degrade in nature. Additionally, bio-based plastic might be perceived as a technical
solution to the plastic problem that does not require specific actions or a change in behaviour from the individual, effectively removing any responsibility from the consumer
to dispose of plastic products properly [34]. We therefore also assessed how important
participants considered recycling of both conventional and bio-based plastics. This was
purely exploratory and we did not have a pre-formulated hypothesis about whether there
would be a difference in perceived importance to recycle.
3.1. Materials and Method
3.1.1. Participants and Procedure
See Table 2 for sample details of the 52 participants. After consenting to take part,
participants received information about conventional and bio-based plastics. They then
reported their willingness to pay, their perceived importance to recycle, and their attitudes
about both types of plastic. Before being debriefed and paid, they also filled in their
demographic information.
3.1.2. Willingness to Pay
Studies 2, 3, and 4 included a measure of participants’ willingness to pay. This
measure was designed by Zwicker and Nohlen [26] and was chosen for its simplicity
and face validity. Participants were shown an image of a 1.5 L water bottle made from
conventional plastic and told that it costs 1 EUR. They were then asked how much they
would be willing to pay for the same bottle if it were made from bio-based plastic instead.
Participants responded on a continuous slider measure reaching from 0–2 EUR, with the
slider’s starting position being 1 EUR.
3.1.3. Importance to Recycle
Importance to recycle was assessed by two items (one for each type of plastic) asking
participants how important they thought it was to recycle items made from conventional
and bio-based plastic on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = not at all important to
7 = extremely important. The items did not significantly correlate, r (50) = 0.26, p = 0.063,
and were treated separately in the analysis. This measure was again chosen for its face
validity and to get a first indication of possible differences in recycling perception between
the different plastic types.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Attitudes
Paired samples t-tests compared participants’ attitudes towards conventional and
bio-based plastic. The means and standard errors are displayed in Figure 1 (Study 2). As
hypothesised, participants felt more positive towards bio-based than towards conventional
plastic t (51) = −5.70, p < 0.001, d = −0.79. Conversely, participants reported being more
negative towards regular plastic than towards bio-based plastic, t (51) = 2.76, p = 0.008,
d = 0.38. This replicates the findings from Study 1 and indicates that participants again had
both more positive and less negative attitudes towards bio-based plastics than towards
regular plastics. Unlike in Study 1, participants felt significantly more negative than
positive towards conventional plastic, t (51) = −3.04, p = 0.004, d = −0.42. As in the
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first study, their general attitudes were more positive than negative concerning bio-based
plastics, t (51) = 5.68, p < 0.001, d = 0.79.
3.2.2. Importance to Recycle
Participants found it important to recycle in general. The distributions for participants’
perceived importance to recycle were significantly skewed (−3.45 and −2.18 for conventional and bio-based plastic, respectively, SE = 0.33). We therefore conducted a Wilcoxon
signed-rank test, which suggested that participants found it more important to recycle
items made from conventional plastic (M = 6.8, SD = 0.7) than bio-based plastic (M = 6.4,
SD = 1.1), T = 20, p = 0.021, r = −0.33; see Figure 2 (Study 2).

Figure 2. Mean perceived importance to recycle for regular and bio-based plastic for Studies 2, 3 and 4. Error bars represent
the standard error.

3.2.3. Willingness to Pay
A paired samples t-test showed that participants were willing to pay more for a biobased than a conventional plastic bottle, t (51) = −6.18, p < 0.001, d = 0.86, with the majority
of participants having this preference (70.6%). On average, participants reported that they
would be willing to pay EUR 1.30 (median = 1.20, SD = 0.36) for a bio-based bottle, 30%
more than for a water bottle made from conventional plastic that costs EUR 1.
We also ran a bootstrapped regression (5000 bootstraps) to determine the relationship
between people’s attitudes and willingness to pay. The results suggest that, while attitude
towards conventional plastic predicted willingness to pay for a bio-based plastic product,
B = −0.041, t (49) = −2.04, p = 0.047, 95%CIBootstrap [−0.081, −0.001], attitude towards
bio-based plastic did not, B = 0.031, t (49) = 0.96, p = 0.34, 95%CIBootstrap [−0.043, 0.095].
Together, the attitudes towards both types of plastic did not significantly explain the
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variance of people’s reported willingness to pay for the bio-based product (R2 = 0.088,
F (2, 49) = 2.37, p = 0.104).
3.3. Discussion
Study 2 replicated that participants have more positive attitudes toward bio-based than
conventional plastic and that this was driven by being more positive and less negative about
the more sustainable plastic. Study 2 also demonstrated that people report being willing to
pay more for a bio-based plastic water bottle. The results suggest that participants’ attitudes
towards conventional but not bio-based plastic might have influenced their willingness
to pay more for a bio-based product. This contradicts findings by Klein and EmbergerKlein [14] and might relate to the fact that consumers are willing to pay more when feeling
guilty about their use of conventional plastic [26]. This would suggest willingness to pay
to be mainly driven by an aversion to conventional plastic, rather than liking of bio-based
plastic. Participants also reported finding it less important to recycle bio-based plastic. This
indicates that, while participants have positive attitudes towards bio-based plastic, they
may also have misconceptions which may drive their apparent willingness to pay, as well
as their perception that it is less important to recycle bio-based plastic. In practice, it is
just as important to recycle bio-based plastic as regular plastic, as both are harmful to the
environment as they degrade slowly. One limitation of this study was its low statistical
power due to the small sample size. A sensitivity power analysis revealed 80% power to
detect a medium effect of d = 0.57 at α = 0.05 (paired samples t-test). We therefore aimed to
replicate and extend the findings with a larger sample size.
4. Study 3
Previous research suggests that consumers lack knowledge about bio-based plastics and thus fill this knowledge gap with assumptions. That all bio-based plastics are
biodegradable seems to be the most common misconception [5,17–19]; however, there is
also uncertainty about the disposal [19,33] and recyclability (Study 2) of bio-based products.
Other perceptions pertaining to bio-based plastic are concerns about the production of
biomass (required to make bio-based plastic) leading to deforestation and competition
with land for food production ([19,22,26] Supplementary Materials, Study 1). This is not
true. Today, bio-based plastics are mostly made from carbohydrate-rich food crops, such
as corn, sugar cane, and plant oil (i.e., first generation feedstock). However, land use for
the production of bio-based plastic only accounts for 0.01% of agricultural land use, is
predicted to stay this low, and is not in competition with land use for food or animal feed
growth [35,36]. Research is also being carried out on large-scale use of second-generation
feedstock (crops and plants not suitable for human or animal consumption, such as straw,
forestry residues, corn stover, or bagasse, which are usually left on the field) and third
generation feedstock (i.e., biomass derived from algae) [35,37].
As these kinds of perceptions might influence consumers’ (bio-based) plastic-related
attitudes, behaviour, and willingness to pay, we investigated next whether participants
shared these perceptions. As in the previous study, we also assessed participants’ general
attitudes about both conventional and bio-based plastic, their perceived importance to
recycle, and willingness to pay.
While we expected that our participants would share (at least some of) the perceptions
of bio-based plastic found in previous research, we did not have any specific hypotheses
as to the frequency of these perceptions. As in Study 2, we hypothesised that consumers
would have a more positive (and less negative) attitude towards bio-based plastic than
towards fossil-based plastic, and that attitudes would be related to willingness to pay.
Again, we did not make any predictions about whether it would be attitudes towards
bio-based or fossil-based plastic or both that would relate most strongly to willingness to
pay (we found the sample size in Study 2 too small to add a specific direction towards our
expectation based on its findings). We also hypothesised that participants would be willing
to pay more for a bio-based than for a fossil-based plastic bottle and that they would find it
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more important to recycle products made from conventional plastic than those made from
bio-based plastic (i.e., direct replication of Study 20 s results).
4.1. Materials and Method
4.1.1. Participants and Procedure
See Table 2 for sample details. A sensitivity power analysis (paired samples t-test)
revealed that with a sample of 508 participants we had 80% to detect a small effect (d = 0.18)
at α = 0.05.
After reading the information letter and consenting to take part, participants read
information about the difference between conventional and bio-based plastics (Supplementary Materials). First, participants reported their perceived importance to recycle and their
attitudes about conventional, then about bio-based plastic. Next, they responded to the
perception/misconception items. Finally, their demographic information was noted, and
the participants were debriefed and paid.
4.1.2. Perceptions of Bio-Based Plastic
We assessed four common perceptions concerning plastic made from biomass pertaining to its recyclability, biodegradability, deforestation, and competition for land used for
food production. Participants indicated how much they agreed with these four items on a
seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. These items
were based on the results of mainly qualitative research (e.g., [19,22,26]), formulated as
one-item measures, as there is very little quantitative research on the topic of bio-based
plastic perceptions so far.
4.2. Results
4.2.1. Attitudes
A paired-sampled t-test comparing participants’ attitudes towards conventional and
bio-based plastic suggested that participants felt more favourable towards bio-based plastic
than towards conventional plastic, t (507) = −16.64, p < 0.001, d = −0.74 (means and SEs
displayed in Figure 1, Study 3). Participants also felt more unfavourable towards regular
plastic than towards bio-based plastic, t (507) = 17.80, p < 0.001, d = 0.79. This replicates the
findings from the previous two studies. As in Study 2, participants were more negative
than positive towards regular plastic (t (507) = −3.43, p < 0.001, d = −0.15) and more
positive than negative towards bio-based plastic (t (507) = 26.61, p < 0.001, d = 1.18). Our
hypotheses concerning attitudes were therefore confirmed.
4.2.2. Importance to Recycle
Again, the general perceived importance to recycle was very high. Due to the
skewed nature of the data (−2.40 and −1.52 for regular and bio-based plastic, respectively, SE = 0.11), we conducted a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine whether there
was a difference in how important participants found it to recycle the two different types
of plastic. As in the previous study, participants found it more important to recycle items
made from conventional plastic (M = 6.55, SD = 0.86) than from bio-based plastic (M = 6.1,
SD = 1.3), T = 4120, p < 0.001, r = −0.35 (Figure 2, Study 3), supporting our hypothesis.
4.2.3. Perceptions of Bio-Based Plastic
As illustrated in Figure 3, most participants thought that bio-based plastic could be
recycled (as is the case for the bio-based plastic studied here). However, participants
also thought that bio-based plastic was biodegradable, which is not necessarily the case.
Participants were not as concerned about the production of bio-based plastic resulting in
deforestation, or competing with land otherwise used for food production. See Table 3 for
response frequencies.
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Figure 3. Common perceptions of bio-based plastic. Error bars represent the standard error (Study 3, N = 508).
Table 3. Response frequencies to the perceptions of bio-based plastic (Study 3, N = 508).
Response Frequency (%)

1 Strongly disagree
2
3
4 Neither agree nor disagree
5
6
7 Strongly agree
Total N

Recyclability

Biodegradability

Deforestation

Food Competition

3 (0.6 %)
6 (1.2%)
10 (2%)
96 (18.9%)
92 (18.1%)
144 (28.3%)
155 (30.5%)
506 (99.6%)

4 (0.8%)
8 (1.6%)
7 (1.4%)
87 (17.1%)
100 (19.7%)
143 (28.1%)
154 (30.3%)
503 (99%)

39 (7.7%)
58 (11.4%)
86 (16.9%)
172 (33.9%)
81 (15.9%)
50 (9.8%)
19 (3.7%)
505 (99.4%)

19 (3.7%)
23 (4.5%)
40 (7.9%)
207 (40.7%)
121 (23.8%)
69 (13.6%)
27 (5.3%)
506 (99.6%)

4.2.4. Willingness to Pay
A large majority of participants (78.6%) indicated that they would be willing to pay a
price premium for a bio-based water bottle. On average, participants reported being willing
to pay EUR 1.20 for the bio-based plastic bottle (median = 1.15, SD = 0.3). This suggests
that they were willing to pay 20% more for a water bottle made from bio-based plastic
than for one made from conventional plastic (which costs EUR 1), thereby supporting
our hypothesis.
We also ran a bootstrapped regression (5000 bootstraps) to determine the relationship
between participants’ attitudes towards conventional and bio-based plastic and their selfreported willingness to pay. The results suggest that both attitude towards conventional
plastic (B = −0.012, t (505) = −2.49, p = 0.013, 95%CIBootstrap [−0.022, −0.003]) and towards
bio-based plastic (B = 0.018, t (505) = 3.22, p = 0.001, 95%CIBootstrap [0.007, 0.029]) predict
willingness to pay for a bio-based plastic product. Together, the attitudes towards both
types of plastic explained 3% of variance of people’s reported willingness to pay, R2 = 0.029,
F (1, 505) = 7.58, p < 0.001.
4.3. Discussion
In Study 3 we directly replicated that participants were both more positive and
less negative towards bio-based compared to conventional plastic. We also found that
the assumptions or misconceptions about bio-based plastic found in previous literature
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(i.e., concerning recyclability, biodegradability, deforestation, and competition with food
production) were also present in the current sample, with the incorrect assumption that
bio-based products are biodegradable being most prevalent. We also found a strong belief
in the recyclability of bio-based plastic, but also replicated that participants found it less
important to recycle bio-based compared to conventional plastic products. We again found
that participants were willing to pay more for bio-based than fossil-based plastic products.
While in Study 2 we only found attitudes towards conventional plastic to be predictive of
willingness to pay, in Study 3 we found that attitudes towards both plastic types influenced
willingness to pay for a bio-based bottle.
Studies 1–3 were exploratory and correlational, and assessed self-reported willingness
to pay rather than objective behaviour. These limitations were addressed in the final study,
which was experimental and pre-registered (https://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=5bw9yz).
5. Study 4
Above, participants evaluated bio-based plastic more favourably and reported being
willing to pay more for it than for conventional plastic, with some indication of attitudes
being related to willingness to pay. Having only assessed self-reported willingness to pay
in our previous studies, we also assessed objective behaviour in the form of a donation.
We added a measure of objective behaviour because of the well-known inconsistency or
‘gap’ between what consumers say they are going or willing to do and what they actually
do. Research suggests that models that predict behaviour solely based on intentions, are
wrong up to 90% of the time (see [38]).
Study 3 suggested that many participants had misconceptions, especially about the
biodegradability of bio-based plastic. It is therefore unclear whether the positive attitudes
and willingness to pay are (at least partially) due to their misconception of biodegradability
and its consequences (e.g., less marine pollution). Such attitudes that are positive for
the wrong reasons may lead to disillusionment among consumers who learn more about
the nature of bio-based plastics. Indeed, some research suggests that when confronted
with information that bio-based plastic either is not biodegradable, or only under very
specific composting conditions (as is the case for biodegradable plastic), consumers can
react ‘shocked and disappointed’ [22].
In the present study, we investigated ways through which such disillusionment may be
avoided. We manipulated the amount of information about bio-based plastics participants
received in order to vary misconceptions. The main question was whether people still feel
positive towards and are willing to pay more for bio-based plastic after learning that not all
bio-based plastic is biodegradable and that its true advantage is lowering CO2 emissions.
We again focus on bio-based plastic that is not biodegradable. This allows us to distinguish
between participants’ attitudes towards bio-based plastic from their attitudes towards
biodegradability [5].
5.1. Conditions and Hypotheses
We used three conditions (control, negative, balanced) in which we varied the amount
of information about bio-based plastic participants received, with the aim to reduce misconceptions about biodegradability. In particular, we wanted to be able to distinguish
between a partial (negative condition) and complete resolution (balanced condition) of
misconceptions. While positive attitudes are better than negative ones for the adaptation
of more sustainable plastics, positive attitudes based on misconceptions can prove fragile
when people learn more about the actual properties of bio-based plastic. In addition, there
are good reasons for consumers to be positive about bio-based plastics that are based on
renewable resources and reduce CO2 emissions. While reducing the misconceptions might
not lead to as positive of an attitude than the one many people hold before learning more
about bio-based plastic, it may lead to more stable attitudes.
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5.1.1. Control Condition
The control condition was the baseline in which participants received the same information about bio-based plastic as in Studies 2 and 3—they read that bio-based plastic
is entirely or partially made from biomass and is similar in appearance and function to
conventional plastic. Here, we expected the same results as in the previous studies, namely
that people feel positive about bio-based plastic. We also expected the majority of participants to believe that bio-based plastic is always biodegradable and we did not expect
them to know much about the CO2 footprint of bio-based plastic (or regular plastic for
that matter).
5.1.2. Negative Condition
In the negative condition, participants received the same information about biobased plastic as in the control condition plus information that bio-based plastic is not
necessarily biodegradable. This condition aimed to remove any misconceptions about
the biodegradability of plastic and the linked perceived advantage to marine pollution
and wildlife participants might hold. We therefore expected people’s attitude about biobased plastic to become less positive relative to the control condition, but expected their
knowledge about biodegradability to increase.
5.1.3. Balanced Condition
The balanced condition provided the same information as the negative condition
with an added description of what makes bio-based plastic more sustainable (i.e., a smaller
CO2 footprint). In this condition, we hypothesised the attitude towards bio-based plastic
to be less positive than in the control condition, but more positive than in the negative
condition. Because participants in this condition have more knowledge about both the lack
of biodegradability and the CO2 benefits of bio-based plastic, we expected their attitudes
about bio-based plastic to be more balanced and stable. A summary of the conditions and
the corresponding hypotheses can be found in Table 4. We did not expect the manipulations
to affect attitudes towards conventional plastic.
Table 4. Hypotheses on product knowledge (i.e., biodegradability and CO2 footprint) and attitudes
about bio-based plastic per condition (Study 4, N = 304).
Message Condition

Knowledge

Biodegradability
CO2 footprint

Attitude

Control

Negative

Balanced

low
none

correct
none

correct
correct

+

−

+/− (stable)

5.1.4. Willingness to Pay and Attitudes
We expected that the manipulation of knowledge would have an effect on people’s
willingness to pay (both self-reported and objective behaviour). In particular, we expected
that compared to the control condition, participants would be willing to pay the lowest
amount in the negative condition, in which participants are told that not all bio-based
plastics are biodegradable. We hypothesised that adding a description of the benefits of
bio-based plastic in the balanced condition would lead people to be willing to pay more in
this condition than in the negative condition, but less than in the control condition.
5.1.5. Importance to Recycle
We expected misconceptions about the biodegradability of bio-based plastic to lead
people to believe that it is less important to recycle bio-based plastic compared to conventional plastic. We therefore hypothesised that participants in the control condition would
find it less important to recycle bio-based products than in the other two conditions. We
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did not expect knowledge about conventional plastic’s or bio-based plastic’s CO2 footprint
to affect perceived importance to recycle.
5.1.6. Other Hypotheses
We also expected to replicate the results of the previous studies. We therefore hypothesised that participants would have a more positive (and less negative) attitude towards
bio-based plastic than towards fossil-based plastic, that they would be willing to pay more
for bio-based products than conventional plastic products, and that they would find it
more important to recycle conventional plastic items compared to bio-based ones.
5.2. Materials and Methods
5.2.1. Procedure
After consenting to take part, participants were randomly assigned to one of three
conditions: control, negative, and balanced. They were then asked how much knowledge
they had about bio-based plastic and read an informational text about bio-based plastic
(content depended on condition). This was followed by the manipulation check and the
same questions about their attitude as in the previous studies. Participants were also
asked how important they thought it was to recycle regular and bio-based plastic, before
they indicated their willingness to pay (bottle and donation). Participants then filled out
demographic information and were debriefed and paid.
5.2.2. Participants
See Table 2 for sample details. A sensitivity power analysis suggested that the sample
size of 304 provided 80% power to detect relatively small effects of f = 0.18 (d = 0.23)
at α = 0.05. The participants received GBP 0.85 as compensation for this approximately
ten-minute study. We also asked participants about their prior knowledge of bio-based
plastic, to test whether the general lack of knowledge about bio-based plastics reported
in previous research [5,17–20] is reflected in participants’ self-reported knowledge level.
The majority of participants reported having little prior knowledge of bio-based plastic
(see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Frequencies of prior knowledge about bio-based plastic (Study 4, N = 304).
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5.2.3. Manipulation
In the different conditions (control, negative, balanced), participants read informational texts with varying amounts of information about bio-based plastic. They also
completed a manipulation check that tested the knowledge about bio-based plastic they
gained from reading the different manipulation texts. On a seven-point Likert scale
(1 = completely untrue to 7 = completely true) they responded to two items each about the
biodegradability of bio-based plastic (biodegradability score) and about the CO2 footprint
of bio-based plastic (CO2 score). Depending on condition, participants were expected to
have different amounts of knowledge about bio-based plastic (see Table 4). The full text for
each condition, as well as more information about the manipulation check, can be found in
the Supplementary Materials.
5.2.4. Willingness to Pay
In addition to completing the self-reported bottle measure, participants were asked
whether they would like to donate some (or all) of the earnings they receive for participating
in this research to help plant real-life trees to reduce CO2 , and if so, how much. Again,
this was performed using a slider measure, this time reaching from 0 GBP (‘I don’t want to
donate’) to 0.85 GBP (the amount they received for participating in the study).
5.3. Results
All analyses were pre-registered unless explicitly declared otherwise.
5.3.1. Attitudes
As in the previous studies, we ran a paired-sampled t-tests comparing participants’
general attitudes (collapsed across all conditions) towards conventional and bio-based
plastic (this analysis was not pre-registered). Participants felt much more favourable
towards bio-based plastic than towards conventional plastic, t (303) = −15, p < 0.001,
d = −0.86 (for means and standard errors, see Figure 1, Study 4). Participants also felt more
unfavourable towards conventional plastic than towards bio-based plastic, t (303) = 11.46,
p < 0.001, d = 0.65. This replicates Studies 1–3 and suggests that participants had both more
positive and less negative attitudes towards bio-based plastics than towards conventional
plastics. As in Studies 2 and 3, we found that participants were more negative than positive
towards conventional plastic, t (303) = −9.79, p < 0.001, d = −0.56, while having more
positive than negative evaluations of bio-based plastic, t (303) = 10.05, p < 0.001, d = 0.58.
5.3.2. Manipulation Check
We conducted two one-way ANOVAs to determine whether there was a main effect of condition on people’s misconceptions (Figure 5a). As expected, there were differences between the conditions in misconceptions about bio-based plastics’ biodegradability, F (2, 301) = 124.56, p < 0.001. A Tukey post-hoc test further revealed that misconceptions were higher in the control condition than in the negative condition, p < 0.001,
95%CI [2.57, 3.59], and the balanced condition, p < 0.001, 95%CI [2.23, 3.21]. There was no
difference between the negative and balanced condition (p = 0.19, 95%CI [−0.84, 0.13]).
There was also a difference between conditions with regard to people’s perceptions of
bio-based plastic’s CO2 impact, F (2, 301) = 124.38, p < 0.001. A Tukey post-hoc test showed
that this was driven by participants in the balanced condition having a much better understanding of bio-based plastic’s CO2 advantage than participants in the control, p < 0.001,
95%CI [−2.61, −1.76], or negative conditions, p < 0.001, 95%CI [−3.08, −2.22]. The difference between the control and negative condition was close to the alpha threshold (p = 0.043,
95%CI [0.018, 0.913]).
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Figure 5. (a) Mean biodegradability and CO2 perception scores per condition (Manipulation Check, (Study 4, N = 304).
Higher numbers indicate factual incorrectness or misconceptions. (b) Mean attitudes towards bio-based plastic per condition.
The error bars represent the standard error.
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5.3.3. Willingness to Pay and Attitudes
Effect of Manipulation on Attitudes
To assess whether the (level of knowledge) manipulation affected people’s attitudes
towards bio-based (and conventional) plastic, two one-way ANOVAs were conducted
with condition as the independent and product attitudes as the dependent variables. As
expected, the manipulation had no effect on people’s attitudes towards conventional plastic
(F (2, 301) = 1.44, p = 0.238), but did significantly affect the attitudes people held towards
bio-based plastic, F (2, 301) = 32.59, p < 0.001.
A Tukey post-hoc test revealed that all conditions differed in attitudes towards biobased plastic (all p-values < 0.001). As illustrated in Figure 5b, and as hypothesised,
attitudes were most positive in the control condition and least positive in the negative
condition, with the balanced condition in the middle.
Overall Willingness to Pay
The majority of participants (64.5%) indicated that they were willing to pay more
for a bio-based than a conventional plastic bottle. On average, participants reported that
they were willing to pay 1.08 GBP (median = 1.05, SD = 0.28) for the bio-based plastic
bottle (less than in the previous studies). This suggests that they were willing to pay 8%
more for a product made from bio-based plastic than for a bottle made from conventional
plastic (which costs 1 GBP). With regard to objective behaviour, participants donated on
average 0.20 GBP (median = 0.05, SD = 0.29), which is 23.8% of the 0.85 GBP they received.
The majority of participants (57.6%) were willing to act pro-environmentally by donating
some amount of money. An exploratory bootstrapped (5000 bootstraps) two-tailed Pearson
correlation between self-reported willingness to pay and objective donation behaviour
revealed a small positive correlation, r (302) = 0.14, 95% BCa CI [0.009, 0.27], p = 0.01.
The Effect of Condition on Willingness to Pay
Table 5 shows the descriptions of participants’ willingness to pay for both measures.
We pre-registered several one-way ANOVAs to determine the effects of condition on the
willingness to pay. However, because the data for both the bottle and donation measure
were skewed, we conducted non-parametric tests instead.
Table 5. Willingness to pay descriptives per condition (Study 4, N = 304).

Bottle

Donation

Condition

N

M (in GBP)

SD

Control

95

1.10

0.3

Negative

94

1.05

0.3

Balanced

115

1.10

0.3

Control

95

0.20

0.3

Negative

94

0.18

0.3

Balanced

115

0.22

0.3

With regard to the bottle measure, an independent samples Kruskal–Wallis test conducted due to the moderate skew (−0.83) of the self-reported willingness to pay data [39].
The results showed that willingness to pay for the bio-based plastic bottle was significantly
affected by condition H (2) = 11.06, p = 0.004. Pairwise comparisons with adjusted p-values
showed that participants in the negative condition were willing to pay 0.05 GBP less than
in the control condition (p = 0.029, r = 0.19), and in the balanced condition (p = 0.005,
r = −0.22). A one-sample Wilcoxon signed-rank test revealed that being willing to pay
1.05 GBP for a bio-based plastic bottle constitutes a significant increase compared to the
1 GBP cost of a conventional plastic bottle, T = 20913, p < 0.001, r = 0.45. There was no
difference in willingness to pay between the control and the balanced condition (p = 1,
r = −0.03). This suggests that when participants only received the additional information
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that bio-based plastic was not necessarily biodegradable, participants were less willing
to pay. However, when they also read information about bio-based plastic’s small CO2
footprint, participants were willing to pay as much as in the control condition.
The donation data were highly skewed (1.36) and thus an independent samples
Kruskal–Wallis test was performed to determine the effects of condition on willingness to
donate. The results suggest that condition did not affect donation behaviour, H (2) = 0.64,
p = 0.73.
The Effect of Overall Attitude on Willingness to Pay
We ran a bootstrapped regression (5000 bootstraps) to determine the relationship
between participant’s attitudes towards conventional and bio-based plastic and their selfreported willingness to pay for the bio-based plastic bottle. Contrary to expectations and to
the results of the previous study, neither attitudes towards conventional plastic (B = −0.001,
t (301) = −0.13, p = 0.900, 95%CIBootstrap [−0.015, 0.014]) nor attitudes towards bio-based
plastic (B = 0.009, t (301) = 1.35, p = 0.178, 95%CIBootstrap [−0.006, 0.024]) predicted willingness to pay for a bio-based plastic product. The combined attitudes towards both types of
plastic did not explain variance in reported willingness to pay, R2 = 0.01, F (2, 301) = 0.93,
p = 0.40.
The same analysis was run for the donation measure with the same pattern of results.
Neither attitude towards conventional plastic (B = −0.009, t (301) = −1.36, p = 0.174,
95%CIBootstrap [−0.021, 0.003]) nor towards bio-based plastic (B = −0.004, t (301) = −0.58,
p = 0.560, 95%CIBootstrap [−0.019, 0.010]) predicted willingness to donate to a sustainable
cause. Together, the attitudes towards both types of plastic did not explain variance in
donation, R2 = 0.01, F (2, 301) = 1.36, p = 0.26.
5.3.4. Importance to Recycle
To test whether participants’ misconceptions influence perceived importance to recycle,
we performed several bootstrapped (5000 bootstraps) regressions. As predicted, knowledge
of bio-based plastic’s CO2 emissions did not influence participants’ perceived importance
of recycling bio-based plastic, F (1, 302) = 0.38, p = 0.54, B = −0.022, 95%CI [−0.09, 0.048].
However, the stronger participants’ misconceptions about bio-based plastic’s biodegradability, the less they thought recycling it was important, F (1, 302) = 12.1, p < 0.001, B = −0.108,
95%CI [−0.17, −0.041]. When it comes to regular plastic, neither participants’ knowledge about bio-based plastic’s CO2 advantage, F (1, 302) = 2.82, p = 0.094, B = −0.037,
95%CI [−0.08, 0.004] nor misconceptions about its biodegradability F (1, 302) = 0.032,
p = 0.86, B = −0.003, 95%CI [−0.04, 0.03] affected how important participants felt it was to
recycle conventional plastic.
As in Studies 2 and 3, we also tested in an exploratory analysis whether there was
a difference in how important participants found it to recycle both types of plastic (see
Figure 2). Reported importance of recycling was overall very high. Because both the
distributions were skewed (bio-based plastic: −1.78, regular plastic: −2.68, SE = 0.14),
we performed a Wilcoxon rank-sum test. The results suggest that participants found it
more important to recycle items made from conventional rather than bio-based plastic,
T = 135, p< 0.001, r = −0.43. Given the results described above, this may be driven by those
participants who harboured misconceptions about bio-based plastic’s biodegradability.
5.4. Discussion
In this pre-registered experimental study, we replicated the findings from the previous
three studies concerning participants’ attitudes towards both conventional and bio-based
plastic. We also successfully manipulated participants’ level of knowledge about bio-based
plastic and found that this influenced the attitudes they had towards bio-based plastic. In
particular, participants’ evaluations of bio-based plastics were most positive in the control
condition (with misconceptions), least positive in the negative condition in which they
were informed that not all bio-based plastics are biodegradable, and somewhere in between
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in the balanced condition in which participants received additional information about the
small CO2 footprint of bio-based plastics.
As in Studies 2 and 3, participants reported being willing to pay more for a bio-based
product, compared to one made from conventional plastic. However, the willingness to
pay was lower than in the previous study, with participants indicating that they would
be willing to pay on average 0.05 GBP more for a bio-based bottle. 0.05 GBP might not
seem like much, but the production cost for a fossil-based plastic water bottle is between
0.0175 USD and 0.0375 USD [40]. Willingness to pay (only the bottle measure) was affected
by condition, with participants in the negative condition being willing to pay less than
in the other two conditions. Contrary to hypotheses, there was no effect of attitude on
willingness to pay, nor did attitude influence the relationship between condition and
willingness to pay. However, misconceptions about bio-based plastic’s biodegradability led
participants to think it less important to recycle products made from bio-based compared
to those made from conventional plastic.
6. General Discussion
In combatting climate change, the development of more sustainable technologies has
to go hand in hand with enhancing consumers’ willingness to adopt these technologies. For
example, consumer attitudes and perceptions are important when introducing a new technology such as bio-based plastic to the market, because cognitions can influence how much
people are willing to pay for sustainable alternatives. There are many cases where more
sustainable products or new technologies were not readily accepted by consumers, e.g.,
Nike’s line of environmental ‘Considered’ shoes, car manufacturers switching their wiring
from conventional to soy-based plastic, or attitudes towards genetic modification [25,41].
With the present research, we tested how this might be avoided for bio-based plastics.
The current results provide insight into consumers’ attitudes towards conventional
and bio-based plastics. Throughout all four studies, we found that participants had more
positive and less negative evaluations of bio-based compared to conventional plastic
products. Even when participants gained more knowledge about bio-based plastic and its
characteristics, their attitudes remained positive (Study 4). However, attitudes alone do
not paint the whole picture. We found some indication that attitudes about the different
types of plastic directly affect people’s willingness to pay (Studies 2 and 3). However, those
results did not replicate in Study 4.
6.1. Misconceptions
That people have positive attitudes towards bio-based plastics is encouraging. However, throughout our studies, we also found that participants had very little prior knowledge about bio-based plastic and harboured several misconceptions, including that biobased plastic is by default biodegradable. This potentially makes these positive attitudes
unstable, as they are likely based on these misconceptions. Positive attitudes that are based
on misconceptions pose a risk for two reasons.
Firstly, learning that they have been positive for the wrong reasons may lead people
to become more negative or even feel cheated because they had the wrong assumptions.
Previous literature shows that consumers can react shocked and disappointed when told
that bio-based plastic does not have all the properties they believed it to possess [22]. This
was also demonstrated in the negative condition of Study 4—when participants were told
that bio-based plastics are not by default biodegradable and thus do not alleviate problems
such as marine pollution, their attitudes became more negative (see Figure 5b).
Secondly, people might attribute positive characteristics to bio-based plastic that are
in fact untrue (that bio-based plastic is always biodegradable) and that can have unwanted
behavioural consequences, such as littering. Throughout our research, we consistently
found that participants perceived it less important to recycle products made from biobased plastic, compared to those made from conventional plastic. The results of our final
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study suggest that this is driven by those participants who believe that bio-based plastic
is biodegradable.
As a result, we argue that it is important to educate people about the properties of
different types of plastic and their uses, and render them as positive about bio-based
plastics as they were before, but now in a more stable fashion, i.e., for the right reasons.
Bio-based plastic can have many advantages such as being made from renewable biomass
and having a smaller CO2 footprint. Some bio-based plastics, such as PEF, also possess
similar or better chemical barrier qualities than conventional PET plastics. In our final
study we also demonstrated that the information about bio-based plastic does not need
to be extensive to successfully dispel misconceptions. In short, we believe that educating
consumers about the properties of different types of plastic can lead to a more durable
transition to sustainability than ignoring misconceptions about bio-based plastics. Our
research indicates that consumers remain willing to pay a price premium and favourably
evaluate this new, more sustainable technology.
From a psychological perceptive, it is valuable to investigate attitudes and perceptions
of novel products, as they can determine whether or not the product will be adopted by
consumers. Beliefs, both accurate and inaccurate, can drive consumers’ willingness to pay
and aid in predicting consumer behaviour. The present research thereby contributes to
the existing literature by investigating both the applied and economic perspective of the
novel bio-based plastics, while also studying the psychological factors (e.g., attitudes and
perceptions) that influence consumers’ willingness to pay. These results could therefore be
useful not only for companies and their marketing campaigns, but also for policymakers
trying to create a demand for more sustainable products. These insights also make it easier
to study consumer perception and gauge willingness to pay for novel products.
6.2. Willingness to Pay
Previous research suggests that many consumers are willing to pay a premium for
environmentally friendly products (see [16]). We found the same results with regard to
bio-based products. Participants consistently reported being willing to pay 8–30% more for
a bio-based compared to conventional water bottle. Whether this willingness translates into
objective behaviour is unknown; we only found a small correlation between participants’
self-reported willingness to pay and their objective donation behaviour in Study 4. This
might be due to the differing nature of those two pro-environmental tasks (one assessing
willingness to pay for a more sustainable plastic bottle and the other asking to donate
actual money to help plant real-world trees), or due to a social desirability bias. However,
it might also be due to the well-known intention behaviour gap [42], which describes the
failure to translate intentions into action.
6.3. Limitations and Future Directions
While attitudes are essential for the acceptance of new technologies such as bio-based
plastics, we found inconsistent evidence that attitudes influenced participants willingness
to pay and no evidence that attitudes influenced objective behaviour. This suggests that
non-attitude factors should also be investigated. For example, emotions might be a useful
tool in encouraging pro-environmental behaviour [26,43]. Other lines of research also show
positive effects of using social norms [44] and commitments [45] to encourage consumers to
behave more sustainably. Future research directly comparing the effectiveness of these other
factors in addition to attitudes might provide more information about how to encourage
consumers to purchase bio-based and other more sustainable products.
Another limitation was the potential disconnect between willingness to pay for a
plastic bottle compared to the objective behaviour measure of donation. Participants might
not have seen a direct connection between paying more for a water bottle and donating
to plant trees, as reflected in the small correlation between them. Future research should
investigate actual consumer behaviour and test whether participants would actually pay
as much for a bio-based product as they indicated. The remote nature of the objective
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behaviour measure might also be the reason why we did not find an effect of attitude on
donation behaviour, as the attitude questions were specifically about the different types
of plastic.
Another potential limitation of this research is the use of single or two-item measures
to assess most of the factors investigated in this research. Given the pioneering nature of
this research, we chose many measures based on their simplicity and face value, aiming to
get a first indication of participants’ perceptions of (bio-based) plastics. While we replicated
many of the measures in multiple studies (i.e., attitudes, willingness to pay, perceived
importance to recycle), we are aware that the use of single and two-item measures makes it
impossible to gauge the statistical validity and reliability of these measures. We therefore
urge caution when interpreting the results and emphasise the need to independently
replicate the findings using validated multi-item scales.
The data for the current research were collected from Western participants residing in
multiple countries. This sample was chosen to get a first and general insight into consumer
(bio-based) plastic perceptions. However, the wide spread of the sample also means that
the results might not generalise to consumer perceptions in specific countries.
7. General Conclusions
Plastic production and disposal are an often-overlooked contributor to climate change.
While consumers are increasingly becoming aware of plastic’s negative effects on marine
life, many remain unaware of the large amounts of CO2 that are released during the
production and lifecycle of plastic products. One possible solution to this plastic problem
is the market introduction of more sustainable products (e.g., bio-based plastics). This
transition requires that (1) companies provide these environmentally friendly products and
that (2) consumers accept and are willing to purchase them. Across four studies, we showed
that consumers are very positive towards bio-based plastics and are willing to pay a price
premium for them. However, we also demonstrated that many consumers lack knowledge
about the properties of these new plastics and harbour misconceptions, particularly by
overestimating biodegradability. We also showed that these misconceptions can be resolved
through brief written messages. After being informed about bio-based plastics’ properties
and benefits, consumers attitudes towards products made of bio-based plastic remain
positive and they are still willing to pay a price premium. These are encouraging results
with regard to a transition towards sustainability, and the results contribute to the broader
literature identifying psychological predictors of pro-environmental behaviour, including
emotions, values, norms, and beliefs [26,43–45].
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